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vanwaltCONNECT system collects data
and telemeters to your screen.
Simple, clear and user
friendly web interface for
data viewing

Aquistar hydrocarbon
sensor

LevelSCOUT for cost
effective Groundwater
logging

Van Walt Stainless Steel Flume for open
Channel Water flow measurement and
logging

Van Walt drilling
equipment for piezometer
installation

PT2X, PT12 and PS98 for
super accurate surface
water level

Aquistar Smart sensors
for water quality. pH,
Conductivity, Dissovled
Oxygen and more

Van Walt Service. Expertise, Technical
Backup, after sales support
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CONNECT with Van Walt
vanwaltCONNECT
A versatile, accurate telemetry system which allows data from deployed sensors like the PT2X
and LevelSCOUT to be accessed from your desktop and shared between users who have
permission.
Developed in-house by the Van Walt team and deployed throughout the world with systems in
the UK, New Zealand, Africa and Europe.
A unique, responsive interface that is intuitive, easy to use and can be quickly learnt to give
you remote control of the system and sensors; access to download your data; reporting;
setting of alarms against chosen parameters; robust data security and permissions – your data,
your way.

vanwaltCONNECT Installations
Cardrona Ski Resort, New Zealand.
Making sure there is enough snow to
support a successful ski resort while
maintaining the environmental status
quo by not over-extracting water.

Water Authority, Turkey. To
collect water level and turbidity
data from a distribution facility
and set alarms in the event of
falling levels.

Save the Children, Somalia. To
monitor river levels and provide
alarms to warn the charity in the
event of life-threatening floods.
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